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Abstract

This paper studies how the informational content of dividends varies with lever-
age. While higher dividends convey good news at low levels of leverage, dividends
become a bad signal when leverage is high. Quantitatively, a dividend increase is
predicted to have a positive stock price reaction for the median U.S. firm, but the
effect is reversed at higher levels of leverage. The same switch occurs for other
corporate actions, including debt buybacks, debt issuance and risk taking. The
results highlight the importance of studying the determinants of firms’ financial
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1 Introduction

On February 23, 2009 JP Morgan slashed its dividend from $0.38 to $0.05 per share—a
whopping 87% cut.1 The decision was made in the midst of a global financial crisis,
and it was described by JP Morgan as a “precautionary measure to help ensure that our
fortress balance sheet remains intact.” The dividend cut was not expected by market
participants. Did the stock price of JPMorgan fall through the floor? Quite the contrary.
The stock price went up by roughly 5%. Why did the market react so positively, given
that dividend cuts are on average met with a 3–5% stock price decline?2

The hypothesis put forward in this paper is that the informational content of divi-
dends varies with leverage. The classic view that higher dividends convey good news
is valid when leverage is low. However, when leverage is above a certain level, higher
dividends become bad news. The reason is that shareholders of a weak firm can pay
dividends to “cash out” before the firm heads into bankruptcy. As a result, when a whole
industry is close to default—as was arguably the case for banks in 2009— a dividend
cut can send a positive message.

The argument is developed in a standard signaling model of dividends. In the model,
a firm faces a profitable investment opportunity with decreasing returns to scale. How-
ever, and in contrast to traditional signaling models of dividends, the firm has some
outstanding debt. Since some of the proceeds from investment are captured by creditors
in bankruptcy, the firm suffers from debt overhang. With symmetric information, debt
overhang leads to underinvestment relative to the first best.

Now suppose that the firm has some positive private information. (Perhaps a newly
introduced product line was more successful than anticipated, or the company knows
that it is not exposed to toxic real estate assets.) The firm would like to convey this
information to the stock market in order to boost its stock price. If outstanding debt
is low, the firm will pay a higher dividend to signal positive information, as in classic
models of dividend signaling. The intuition is familiar. Since the marginal return on
investment is decreasing, higher-quality firms find it less costly to forgo investment and
pay dividends (Miller and Rock, 1985) .

Next to decreasing returns, however, there is a counteracting effect. Since all re-
sources left inside the firm are seized by creditors in the event of bankruptcy, share-
holders can use dividends to jump the bankruptcy queue. The incentive to jump the
1 The dividend cut by JP Morgan is discussed as a case study in the leading corporate finance textbook
by Brealey, Myers, and Allen (2011, p. 397). The following discussion is based on their case study, as
well as The New York Times (2009) and JP Morgan Chase & Co (2009).

2 See, e.g., Aharony and Swary (1980, Table II), Grullon, Michaely, and Swaminathan (2002, Table 1)
or Baker, Mendel, and Wurgler (2016, Figure 5).
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queue is not constant, with firms closest to default having most to gain. The key insight
is that when leverage is above some threshold, this effect becomes dominant. In this
case, higher-quality firms pay lower dividends and reduce their default probability to
convey good news—a decision that I label as “prudent”.3

Crucially, lower-quality firms do not find it profitable to mimic higher-quality firms.
While lower-quality firms can always pay a smaller dividend, doing so would leave too
much money on the table for the creditors in the event of default.

The main result is robust to a number of deviations from the baseline model. For
example, it does not matter whether the cost of signaling is reduced investment or a
higher probability of facing liquidity problems, or whether the benefit of signaling is
a higher stock price or lower funding costs. The key features of the model are that (i)
lower-quality firms have a greater incentive to pay high dividends; (ii) there is private
information; and (iii) firms use dividends strategically to convey private information. It
turns out that (i) is true in many cases of interest. As long as one is willing to assume
(ii) and (iii), there are many routes that lead to the same qualitative result.

The baseline model differs from traditional signaling models (as initiated by Spence
(1973)) in that even with symmetric information, equilibrium is inefficient because of
debt overhang. This feature of the model implies that at high levels of leverage, sig-
naling reduces underinvestment and hence can be socially desirable. The insight that
introducing a new friction in a world with existing frictions may increase welfare goes
back to at least Lipsey and Lancaster (1956). That said, the idea that signaling may
reduce underinvestment caused by debt overhang seems to be new.

The second contribution of the paper is to provide a plausible quantitative evaluation
of the model. A calibrated version of the model predicts that for the median public US
firm, a dividend increase leads to a positive stock price reaction. That, of course, is the
case in reality. The predictions on how bond prices and default probabilities comove
with dividends are also in line with the data. Quantitatively, a 3σ shock to leverage is
necessary for higher dividends to become bad news. This is a large increase in lever-
age, but not outside the range of what has been observed historically. In addition, the
economic importance of dividends may be disproportionately large in these high lever-
age states, even if their probability is small. As a concrete example, during the global
financial crisis, the largest banks in the US paid out nearly $80 billion as dividends
(Rosengren, 2010). This amounts to almost 50% of the funds these banks received from
the US government via the Capital Purchase Program.

While this paper focuses on dividends and debt overhang, the highlighted forces are
3 The “importance” of being prudent is that low dividends boost the stock price. Oscar Wilde may have
disagreed.
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specific to neither of the two. The key result stems from the fact that debt overhang is
stronger for low-quality firms. The same, however, is true of other agency costs of debt,
including excessive risk taking and dilution of existing creditors by new debt issuance.
These actions become more attractive when the firm is closer to default. In extensions
of the baseline model, other corporate actions (including debt buybacks, debt issuance
and risk taking) are shown to convey good news at low levels of leverage but become
bad news at high levels of leverage.

The economic forces studied in this paper are generic and should apply to all firms.
However, they are likely to be especially important for banks. For banks, debt overhang
and excessive risk taking are major concerns, in part because of their opacity and in part
because of government guarantees (Becht, Bolton, and Roell, 2011). In an extension
of the baseline model, government guarantees are shown to increase the likelihood that
higher dividends are a bad signal. Interestingly, JP Morgan explicitly mentioned that a
key reason for cutting the dividend was to “help position our company to repay TARP
[Troubled Asset Relief Program] as soon as is prudent” (JPMorgan Chase&Co, 2009)4.

Outline of the Paper. The next subsection discusses how the present paper fits
within the existing literature. Section 2 presents the baseline model. A quantitative
evaluation of the baseline model is provided in Section 3, while a sequence of extensions
investigate the robustness of the main result in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

Related Literature

The paper builds on three branches of existing literature.
Asymmetric Information and Signaling. There is a large literature on the informa-

tional role of dividends in particular and corporate financial policymore generally. Sem-
inal papers on dividends as signals include Bhattacharya (1979), Bhattacharya (1980),
John and Williams (1985), Miller and Rock (1985), and Ambarish, John, and Williams
(1987). In contrast to these papers, the single-crossing property need not hold in my
model (or the direction in which the single-crossing property holds may vary), similarly
to Bernheim (1991) and Araujo, Moreira, and Tsuchida (2011). In addition, existing
papers typically abstract from debt.

The observation that higher dividends can bad news is not novel, going back to at
least John and Lang (1991). John and Lang analyze a Miller-Rock model in which the
firm can use insider trading in addition to dividends to signal its quality. John and Lang
show that whether or not dividends are a positive signal depends on the firm’s investment
4 JP Morgan had obtained $25 billion from the US government as part of the Capital Purchase Program
of TARP, see, e.g., The New York Times (2009).
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opportunity set. If higher-quality firms face greater marginal returns on new investment,
higher dividends send a bad signal by revealing poor investment opportunities.5

There is also an extensive literature on signaling through changes in corporate finan-
cial policy. Three papers that are particularly relevant are John (1987), Brick, Frierman,
and Kim (1998), and Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010). John (1987) considers
a model in which insiders receive information about the variance of cash flows after
obtaining funds, leading to a risk shifting problem. However, once it has obtained the
funds, the firm does not have any signaling considerations. As a result, the effects con-
sidered in the present paper do not arise in John’s model. Brick, Frierman, and Kim
(1998) show that firms whose investment projects have a lower variance may signal
quality by borrowing less and distributing a dividend. Signaling is credible because
there is a problem of risk shifting between the firm and the government that arises be-
cause of the tax deductibility of interest payments. In contrast, results in the present
paper are driven by a conflict of interest between shareholders and creditors (although
the extension of the baseline model with bailouts in Section 4.4 has a similar flavor).
Finally, Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) analyze a dynamic signaling model of
capital structure. However, as they only consider one-period debt contracts, the effects
studied in the present paper are not present in their work. I follow Hennessy, Livdan
and Miranda quite closely in calibrating my own (static) model.

Agency Costs of Debt. An extensive corporate finance literature analyzes the po-
tential conflicts of interest between creditors and shareholders. Potential conflicts of
interest has been pointed out and studied by, among many others, Fama and Miller
(1972, pp. 179–180), Black and Scholes (1973, p. 651), Jensen and Meckling (1976),
Myers (1977), and Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). Akerlof and Romer (1993) explain how
government debt guarantees in combination with limited liability can lead to looting,
an extreme form of shifting risks to the taxpayer. However, the literature on the agency
costs of debt typically abstracts from the informational role of corporate financial policy.

Bank Dividend Payments. Finally, the paper is related to a smaller but rapidly
growing literature on dividend payments by banks. On the empirical side, key papers in-
clude Khorana and Perlman (2010), Acharya, Gujral, Kulkarni, and Shin (2012), Floyd,
Li, and Skinner (2015), Hirtle (2014), and Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth (2016). On the
theory side, Acharya, Le, and Shin (2017) analyze bank dividend payments in a setting
in which undercapitalized banks exert a negative externality on other financial insti-
tutions. Acharya, Le, and Shin show that unregulated banks may pay dividends that
are larger than what would be optimal for the banking sector as a whole. My paper
5 See John and Sundaram (2010, p. 1401–1403) for a version of the model without insider trading that
makes the same point.
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complements the work of Acharya, Le, and Shin by analyzing the informational role of
dividends in a similar setting. Guntay, Jacewitz, and Pogach (2016) analyze dividend
payments of banks in a setting in which a regulator can restrict dividend payments if
the bank is not sufficiently well capitalized. Guntay, Jacewitz, and Pogach show that
regulatory interference may lead to excessive dividends as banks try to signal that they
have passed regulatory scrutiny.

2 Baseline Model

I study a dividend signaling model based on Miller and Rock (1985).

2.1 Setup

There are two periods (t = 0, 1) and two players: a firm and a stock market. Both
players are risk neutral and have a common discount factor β ∈ (0, 1).

The firm is endowed with θ units of cash at time 0. The amount of cash is privately
known by the firm but not the stock market.6 For that reason, I will refer to θ as the
firm’s type. The prior distribution of types has supportΘ = [θ, θ] and its pdf is given by
h(θ). For concreteness, one may think of θ as representing profits from past investment.

The firm enters time 0 with some outstanding debt B ≥ 0 which matures at time 1.
Shareholders have limited liability, and creditors are senior to shareholders in the event
of bankruptcy.

At time 0 the firm decides how much of its cash to pay out as a dividendD and how
much to invest in a productive technology. The firm does not have access to external
funding, and so its investment is I = θ−D. The dividend/investment decision is made
by a firm manager whose objective is to maximize a weighted sum of the true value of
the firm’s equity and the firm’s stock price (as specified below).

Operating profit at time 1 is given by ε̃[F (I) + y], where ε̃ ≥ 0 is a profitability
shock with a pdf g(ε), F (I) gives the proceeds from time 0 investment, and y ≥ 0 is
profit stemming from other operations that are independent of the level of investment.
For example, y may capture operating profit from “business-as-usual” activities of the
firm, while F (I) could represent profit from developing a new product.

The investment return function F satisfies the following standard conditions.
6 Equivalently, as in John and Lang (1991) or John and Sundaram (2010), one can assume that each
firm has the same publicly observed level of cash C, but its investment return is given by F (I + θ),
where F is the investment return function defined below. In this interpretation, θ is a measure of future
profitability.
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Assumption 1. For all I ≥ 0, investment return function F (I) is twice continuously
differentiable. In addition, (i) F (0) = 0; (ii) F ′(I) > 0 and F ′(+∞) = 0; (iii) F ′′(I) <

0; and (iv) βF ′(0) > 1 (positive net present value).

Following the work of Merton (1974, 1977) on credit risk, I assume that the prof-
itability shock is log-normally distributed.

Assumption 2. Profitability shock ε̃ is given by exp(ũ) where ũ ∼ N
(
−1

2
σ2, σ2

)
.

The true value of the firm’s equity is equal to

E(D; θ) = D + β

∫ +∞

ε̂

{ε[F (θ −D) + y]−B} g(ε) d ε,

where ε̂ = B/[F (θ −D) + y] is the default threshold.
The market cannot directly observe the firm’s cash holdings. The market does, how-

ever, observe the firm’s dividend. The market then makes an inference about the firm’s
type. The firm’s (cum-dividend) stock price is given by

P (D) = E
[
E(D; θ̃)|D

]
,

where the expectation is taken conditional on the firm’s dividend and equilibrium play.
The equilibrium concept employed in this paper is perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

The objective of the firm manager is given by a weighted combination of the true
equity value and the stock price:

Π(D,P ; θ) = (1− k)E(D; θ) + kP,

where k ∈ (0, 1) is the weight that the firm manager places on the stock price.

Remarks on the Setup

The baseline model is designed to nest the Miller and Rock (1985) model as a special
case (whenB = 0).7 As a result, themodel inherits all of the pros and cons of the original
Miller-Rock setup. In particular, there is no explicit microfoundation for why the firm
manager cares about the stock market price (i.e., why k > 0). While the assumption that
managers care about stock prices is common (see also Stein (1989)) and is corroborated
7 Strictly speaking, the Miller-Rock model differs from the present model in two additional ways: (i)
profitability shocks are additive, not multiplicative (see their Eq. (1)); and (ii) future profitability shock
are forecastable using private information (see the last equation on p. 1033). However, when the future
shock is not forecastable using private information (γ = 0 in the Miller-Rock model), and B = 0, the
two models coincide.
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by empirical evidence, optimal managerial contracts may in some cases involve k = 0

(Dybvig and Zender, 1991).8 The model also does not distinguish between dividends
and share repurchases, and so D is best interpreted as the level of total payouts.9

The assumption that the profitability shock is log-normally distributed is important
for tractability. More substantively, log-normality is helpful in calibrating the model
and connecting to the literature on credit risk.10

As shown in Section 4, no special features of the baseline model are essential for
the results. Instead of taking Miller and Rock (1985) as the point of departure, one can
obtain the same results in a modified version of Bhattacharya (1979). If the benefit of
signaling lies in obtaining a lower interest rate, the firm manager need not care about
the stock price (i.e. k could be zero). The extensions also show that the same qualitative
insights pertain to other corporate actions, including debt buybacks, debt issuance and
signaling with investment risk.

2.2 Main Result

Proposition 1 is the main qualitative result of the paper. The formal argument follows
below.

Proposition 1. If outstanding debt is sufficiently low, dividends are weakly increasing
in firm quality in all equilibria. In contrast, if outstanding debt is sufficiently high,
dividends are weakly decreasing in firm quality in all equilibria.

When outstanding debt is sufficiently small, the classic result of Miller and Rock
(1985) obtains: High dividends are a signal of high quality. The underlying mechanism
is familiar. Since the marginal return on investment is decreasing, firms that have more
cash find it less costly to forgo investment and pay high dividends.

In contrast, when outstanding debt is high, higher dividends are bad news. With out-
standing debt, the firm suffers from underinvestment caused by debt overhang (Myers,
1977). Even though investment has positive NPV, some of the proceeds from invest-
ment would be captured by creditors in the event of default. Crucially, the debt overhang
8 For more discussion on this point and potential ways of microfounding k > 0, see Section 5.2 in
Guttman, Kadan, and Kandel (2010).

9 Realistic institutional frictions may break the equivalence between dividends and share repurchases
when the agency costs of debt are high. For example, if firm managers hold restricted stock or face
minimum stock ownership requirements, they may prefer dividends to share repurchases: Boosting the
stock price is useless if the stock cannot be sold before bankruptcy. That by itself may lead higher-
quality firms to choose repurchases over dividends to signal relative strength. Investigating this possi-
bility fully, however, is beyond the scope of the present paper.

10 The model can be made even more tractable if one is willing to assume that, e.g., the profitability shock
is exponentially distributed. However, such shocks do not seem empirically plausible.
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problem is stronger for lower-quality firms. Hence, better firms can signal their quality
by paying a lower dividend and investing more. Lower-quality firms do not find it prof-
itable to mimic higher-quality firms since paying a low dividend would leave too much
money on the table for the creditors.

The result in Proposition 1 is strong in the sense that it holds for all possible equi-
libria of the model.11 That is important since this model, like other signaling games,
has multiple equilibria. These equilibria may have a complicated structure, potentially
including pooling, partial pooling as well as complete separation. Focusing on just one
class of equilibria may not always be informative about what happens in other classes
of equilibria. Thankfully, restricting attention to a particular class of equilibria is not
necessary for the purposes of Proposition 1.

Derivation of Main Result

The basic idea behind the proof of Proposition 1 is to show that the Spence-Mirrlees
single-crossing condition holds whenever outstanding debt is sufficiently high or suf-
ficiently low. Single crossing then implies that dividends must be monotone in firm
quality in any equilibrium, and the direction of single crossing determines whether div-
idends are decreasing or increasing in firm quality.

In the present case, the Spence-Mirrlees single-crossing condition is determined by
the behavior of the cross-derivative EDθ. Intuitively, EDθ measures the complementar-
ity between the incentive to pay dividends, ED, and firm quality, θ. (Recall that ED

measures the effect of a change in the dividend on the value of the firm’s equity.) If
EDθ > 0, higher-quality firms have a stronger incentive to pay high dividends, and vice
versa when EDθ < 0.

Differentiating, we find that

EDθ =

(
− βF ′′(θ −D)

∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
decreasing marginal returns, >0

+

(
−βε̂2g(ε̂)

F ′(θ −D)2

F (θ −D) + y

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

debt overhang, ≤0

.
(1)

The expression in Eq. (1) consists of two terms. The first term—which is strictly
positive—is familiar from the original model of Miller and Rock (1985). Keeping the
level of dividends constant, firms that have more cash face lower marginal returns on
new investment. Hence, higher-quality firms find it less costly to forgo investment or—
which amounts to the same thing—cheaper to pay dividends.
11 If pooling equilibria exist, then by definition all types will pay the same dividend. However, if at least
two levels of dividends are observed in equilibrium (partial pooling), pools of firms paying any given
level of dividends will be ordered by average quality as given in Proposition 1.
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Figure 1: Cross-derivative EDθ as a function of outstanding debt (for fixed levels of θ and D).

The second term is new. The term captures how debt overhang varies with firm qual-
ity. Intuitively, when a firm increases its investment, some of the proceeds are captured
by its creditors when the firm goes into default. From the viewpoint of shareholders
who have limited liability, debt overhang acts as a type of tax, reducing the incentive
to invest (see Myers, 2001, p. 97). Importantly, debt overhang is stronger for firms that
have a higher default probability.

Figure 1 plots the cross-derivative EDθ as a function of outstanding debt, for fixed
levels of θ andD. For low values of outstanding debt, theMiller-Rock effect dominates,
and soEDθ > 0. However, for large values of outstanding debt, debt overhang becomes
sufficiently strong, and EDθ switches sign. As B grows without bound, all firms face
bankruptcy with probability one, and EDθ converges to zero.

Overall, the sign of EDθ can be either positive or negative. Instead of analyzing the
general case in which single-crossing may fail, I proceed by providing conditions on
outstanding debt under which EDθ can be signed, and hence the informational content
of dividends is unambiguous.

Lemma 1. Fix θ ∈ [θ, θ] and D ∈ [0, θ]. Then, there is a threshold B̂ such that{
EDθ ≥ 0

EDθ < 0

}
if and only if

{
B ≤ B̂

B > B̂

}
.

Proof. In the Appendix.

With Lemma 1 at hand, we can now prove Proposition 1. The proof shows that it is
possible to choose a sufficiently low B such that EDθ > 0 and also a sufficiently high
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B such that EDθ < 0 for all θ and D (Lemma 1 only shows the existence of such B’s
for fixed θ and D).

Proof. In the Appendix.

2.3 Separating Equilibrium and Announcement Effects

Proposition 1 holds for all equilibria of themodel. However, when single crossing holds,
it is natural to focus on separating equilibria. To sustain other types of equilibria, one
would need to assume off-equilibrium beliefs that a priori do not seem plausible. For-
mally, the D1 equilibrium selection criterion of Cho and Sobel (1990) selects a unique
separating equilibrium (Ramey, 1996).12 From a more empirical perspective, focusing
on separating equilibria allows one to easily derive predictions for stock and bond price
reactions to dividend changes.

To characterize the unique separating equilibrium, we first need to find the optimal
dividend policy under symmetric information.

Proposition 2. Let I∗ solve

βF ′(I∗)

∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε = 1 where ε̂ = B/[F (I∗) + y]. (2)

Then, the optimal dividend under symmetric information, DSI(θ), is:

1. If B is sufficiently small, DSI(θ) = max{0, θ − I∗}.
2. If B is sufficiently large, DSI(θ) = θ.

Proof. In the Appendix.

Two things are noteworthy about Proposition 2. First, dividends are weakly in-
creasing in firm quality for both low as well as high levels of outstanding debt. While
equilibrium dividends may be decreasing in firm quality with asymmetric information,
the result is driven by signaling incentives, and not anything else that is built into the
model.

Second, even with symmetric information, equilibrium is inefficient. That is differ-
ent from traditional signaling models in which the only inefficiency stems from signal-
ing. A benevolent social planner would choose investment to maximize total output,
12 In the present model, unlike in Ramey (1996), a separating equilibrium need not always exist since
the dividend must lie in [0, θ]. In such cases, D1 may select a pooling equilibrium, as in Cho and
Sobel (1990). However, a separating equilibrium exists whenever θ− θ is small enough. Note that the
Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987) does not have bite in the present model, just as in other
models with a continuum of types.
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i.e., the first-best level of investment is defined by

βF ′ (IFB) = 1. (3)

In contrast, firms with limited liability only care about asset returns in states in which
they are solvent, leading to underinvestment. Formally,

Eq. (3)︷ ︸︸ ︷
βF ′ (IFB) = 1 = βF ′(ISI)

∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
Eq. (2)

< βF ′(ISI) ⇔ IFB > ISI .

The fact that firms underinvest with symmetric information has the implication that
asymmetric information may, in fact, be welfare improving. When outstanding debt is
sufficiently high, firms signal quality by reducing their dividends relative to the sym-
metric information benchmark, thereby increasing welfare.

We can now derive the ordinary differential equation (ODE) characterizing the sepa-
rating equilibrium. Let D̂(θ) denote a differentiable one-to-one function mapping types
to equilibrium dividends.13 Differentiating the managerial objective function with re-
spect to D, setting the derivative equal to zero and imposing that the market’s beliefs
are correct in equilibrium, we obtain the ODE

D̂′(θ) =
kβF ′[θ − D̂(θ)]

∫ +∞
ε̂

εg(ε) d ε
βF ′[θ − D̂(θ)]

∫ +∞
ε̂

εg(ε) d ε− 1
.14 (4)

In any separating equilibrium, the lowest-quality firm must pay the same dividend as
it would under symmetric information (see, e.g., Mailath and von Thadden, 2013,
p. 1844). Hence, we have the initial condition

D̂(θ) = DSI(θ), (5)
13We can appeal to the results in Mailath and von Thadden (2013) to ensure that there exists no non-
differentiable separating equilibrium. From Proposition 2, the symmetric information problem has a
unique solution whenever B is sufficiently small or sufficiently high, hence Assumption 1 in Mailath
and von Thadden is satisfied. Their Assumption 2.1 is clearly satisfied. To see that Assumption 2.2 is
satisfied, suppose (in the notation of Mailath and von Thadden) that V33 ≥ 0, which in the present case
is equivalent to EDθ ≤ 0. Then EDD ≥ 0, and so ED ≤ 1 − F ′(I)

∫ +∞
ε̂

εg(ε) d ε, which is strictly
negative whenever B is sufficiently high. Hence, ED is bounded away from zero. Finally, whenever
B is sufficiently high or sufficiently low, EDθ has constant sign, and so V13 ̸= 0 (in the notation of
Mailath and von Thadden). Thus, part 2 (a) of Theorem 2 in Mailath and von Thadden implies that
D̂(θ) is differentiable for all θ ∈ (θ, θ].

14 Note that whenB = 0, the ODE simplifies to D̂′(θ) = kβF ′[θ− D̂(θ)]/[βF ′[θ− D̂(θ)]−1],which is
equivalent to the ODE inMiller and Rock (1985, Eq. (24)), as it should be. To see this, set β = 1/(1+i)
and rewrite Eq. (4) in terms of the inverse of D̂(θ), as is done by Miller and Rock. Then, the two ODEs
coincide when γ = 0 in the Miller-Rock model. See also Footnote 7.
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where DSI(θ) is characterized in Proposition 2.
Eqs. (4) and (5) fully describe the unique separating equilibrium of the model. While

the ODE cannot be solved in closed form, it is straightforward to find the solution using
numerical methods.15 Qualitatively, the behavior of the solution to Eq. (4) is easiest to
understand by considering the ODE for the inverse of D̂(θ), as in Riley (1979, pp. 337–
338). When outstanding debt is sufficiently large, so thatDSI(θ) = 0, the solution D̂(θ)

is strictly decreasing, while D̂(θ) is strictly increasing when outstanding debt is suffi-
ciently small. Finally, again as in Riley (1979), the single-crossing condition implies
that the first-order approach to characterizing equilibrium is valid.

I now characterize the announcement effects of changes in dividends on the firm’s
stock and bond prices. Given risk neutrality, the bond is priced as

L(D; θ) = β

{∫ ε̂

0

ε[F (θ −D) + y]g(ε) d ε+ [1−G(ε̂)]B

}
. (6)

Note that the bond price plays no role in determining the equilibrium.
The announcement effect on the stock price is defined as

P ′(D) =
dE[D; D̂−1(D)]

dD
,

and the announcement effect on the bond price is defined in the same way.

Proposition 3.

1. The announcement effect on the stock price has the same sign as D̂′(θ).
2. The announcement effect on the bond price is strictly negative if D̂′(θ) < 0, and

the effect is ambiguous when D̂′(θ) > 0.

Proof. In the Appendix.

The announcement effect on the stock price has the same sign as D̂′(θ). When
higher-quality firms pay higher dividends, higher dividends convey good news, and
so higher dividends are met with a positive stock market reaction, and vice versa when
higher-quality firms pay lower dividends.

For bond prices, in addition to the informational effect, a dividend increase has an
additional wealth transfer component. Increasing the dividend reduces investment and
therefore the amount of resources available to creditors in bankruptcy states. While
15 Numerically it is more convenient to solve the ODE for the inverse of D̂(θ), and then invert the solution
to obtain D̂(θ). The reason for this is that |D̂′(θ)| = +∞ whenever DSI(θ) ∈ (0, θ).
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the wealth transfer has an unambiguously negative effect on the bond price, the infor-
mational effect can be both negative or positive, making the total effect is ambiguous.
When D̂′(θ) < 0, both effects go in the same direction, and higher dividends unambigu-
ously reduce the bond price. However, when D̂′(θ) > 0, the bond price could go either
way, as the positive informational effect may undo the negative effect of the wealth
transfer.

3 Quantitative Evaluation

I now turn to the quantitative evaluation of the model. Calibration of the model requires
estimating a number of quantities from the data. For that purpose, I use data on publicly
traded firms from Compustat and the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP)
for 1971–2016, restricting the sample to US-incorporated firms with positive payouts.
Precise sample and variable definitions are given in the Data Appendix.

Since banks are muchmore highly levered than regular corporations, the forces stud-
ied in this paper may be quantitatively more important for banks. To investigate this
possibility, I consider two calibrations: (i) baseline calibration that uses data for all
non-financial, non-utility firms (as is typically studied in the literature on payouts); and
(ii) banking calibration that only uses bank data.

3.1 Calibration

I take a similar approach to Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) and choose parame-
ters to match key moments of the data in the first-best allocation. This approach is very
light computationally and leads to transparent parameter choices.16

Parameter choices are summarized in Table 1. The model is calibrated at a yearly
frequency. The investment return function is parametrized as

F (I) = A[(I + η)α − ηα] where η = (αA/R0)
1

1−α ,

with α ∈ (0, 1), A > 0, and βR0 > 1. Here R0 is the marginal return to investment at
zero investment, while α determines the rate at which the marginal return declines.

Themarginal return at zero investment,R0, is chosen bymatching the average return
on investment in the first best, F (IFB)/IFB . Solving Eq. (3) with the investment return
16 The key drawback of this approach is that if the true data-generating process is the baseline model with
asymmetric information, one should calibrate the baseline model directly, not the first-best allocation.
Doing that in practice poses significant challenges, including taking a stand on equilibrium selection.
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Parameter Target / Source Baseline Banks

A Normalization: β[F (IFB) + y] = 1 1.47 0.93
α Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) 0.60 0.60
R0 Average return on investment = 10% 1.11 1.11
y Dividends / total assets (market value) 1.08 1.09
σ Delevered volatility of stock returns 0.22 0.05
β Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) 0.91 0.91
B Liabilities / total assets (market value) 0.49 0.87
[θ, θ] Return on assets, 25th and 75th percentile [0.026, 0.047] [0.007, 0.010]
θm Return on assets 0.035 0.008
k N/A 0.005 0.005

Table 1: Parameter choices in the baseline and banking calibrations. The baseline calibration uses data
on all non-utility, non-financial firms. The banking calibration only uses bank data. To match y, a payout
ratio of 2.08% is used for the baseline calibration, and a payout ratio of 0.39% is used for the banking
calibration. Return on assets is defined as the ratio of income before extraordinary items to the market
value of total assets. Complete data definitions are provided in the Data Appendix.

function above yields

IFB = (βαA)
1

1−α

[
1−

(
1

βR0

) 1
1−α

]
. (7)

Denoting the average return by R̄, R0 is then determined as the solution to

1

αβ
× 1− (βR0)

−α/(1−α)

1− (βR0)−1/(1−α)
= R̄.

I use R̄ = 10% for the average rate of return. While I do not directly estimate R̄, the
number lies within the range of existing estimates. Poterba and Summers (1995) survey
Fortune 1000 CEOs and find that the average reported (inflation-adjusted) hurdle rate is
roughly 12%, which may be considered to be an upper bound for R̄. Fama and French
(1999) estimate the real average return on investment for all non-financial firms to be a
little over 7%. Since dividend-paying firms are on average more profitable than firms
that do not pay dividends (see, e.g., Fama and French, 2001, Table 3), 7% may be a
lower bound for dividend-paying firms.

WithR0 at hand, the scale parameterA is set to normalize discounted expected time
1 operating profits to one. Solving β[F (IFB) + y] = 1 gives

A =
1

βαα

(
1− βy

1− (βR0)−α/(1−α)

)1−α

(8)
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The fraction of operating profits from other ongoing operations, y, is calibrated by
matching the dividend payout ratio observed in the data. The dividend payout ratio is
defined as the ratio of total time t payouts to end-of-period assets.17 By the normalization
of A, the present value of end-of-period assets at time 0 is one. Hence, the payout ratio
in the first best is D = θm − IFB where θm denotes the firm for which y is calibrated.
Letprbe the targeted dividend payout ratio. We find y by solving θm− IFB = pr, using
Eq. (8) to substitute out A from Eq. (7). This results in

y = β−1 − (θm −pr) R̄.

Following Miller and Rock (1985), I interpret θ as current profitability and calibrate
θm to equal the median value of return on assets. The bounds θ and θ are calibrated
to equal the 25th and 75th percentiles of return on assets, respectively. The choice of
the interquartile range for θ and θ is arbitrary, but it will be seen to yield empirically
reasonable values for stock announcement returns (see Section 3.2.2).

The value of k, managerial weight on the stock price, is set to 0.005. The main
quantitative result (Figure 2) is independent of the value of k. However, k is important
for calculating the separating equilibrium (Figure 3). The choice for k was made pri-
marily to ensure that a separating equilibrium exists for the calibrated values of θ and
θ.18 Importantly, however, the choice of k implies signaling incentives whose size is
empirically reasonable. With k = 0.005, D̂(θ)/DSI(θ) ≈ 1.2 in the baseline calibra-
tion and D̂(θ)/DSI(θ) ≈ 1.4 in the banking calibration. As discussed in Section 3.2.3,
these numbers are roughly in line with the differences in dividend payout levels between
public and private firms (Michaely and Roberts, 2012).

I follow Hennessy, Livdan, and Miranda (2010) in choosing α = 0.60 and β =

0.91.19 I estimate B by the median value of liabilities to total assets. The volatility
of the profitability shock, σ, is estimated by delevering equity returns and taking the
median value.

To be consistent with the model, I use the market value of total assets whenever
normalizing empirical quantities in the data. In addition, I adjust for firm fixed effects.20

17 Share repurchases are included when calculating total payouts. Including repurchases turns out not to
matter quantitatively, as the firm with the median payout ratio in the sample considered uses dividends
for mosts of its distributions.

18 Higher values of k make the equilibrium schedule D̂(θ) steeper. As a result, if k is sufficiently high, a
separating equilibrium need not exist. It is possible to choose higher values of k and still have existence
if one assumes a smaller value for θ − θ. Figure 5 in Appendix C illustrates this.

19 In the model of Hennesy, Livdan andMiranda, the effective discount factor is equal to βγ where (1−γ)
is the probability that firm exogenously exits the market (see p. 1988). They set β = 1/(1+ 0.04) and
1− γ = 0.05 (see p. 2003), so that βγ ≈ 0.91.

20 Adjusting for firm fixed effects is not important in calibrating, e.g., B, but it is essential for calibrating
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3.2 Numerical Results

3.2.1 Informational Content of Dividends

Figure 2 is the main quantitative result of the paper. The figure shows bounds on EDθ

at different values of outstanding debt.21 Recall that when EDθ > 0, higher dividends
are paid by higher-quality firms in any equilibrium of the model, and vice versa when
EDθ < 0. Figure 2 therefore summarizes the informational content of dividends at
various levels of leverage without any assumptions on equilibrium selection.

Baseline Calibration. For values of outstanding debt below roughly 0.80, higher-
quality firms have a greater incentive to pay dividends. The median publicly traded non-
utility, non-financial firm in the US has a liabilities-to-total-assets ratio of roughly 0.49.
Therefore, the model predicts that for the median public U.S. firm, higher dividends
should be met with a positive stock market reaction. That, of course, is the case in
the data (see, e.g., Allen and Michaely, 2003, p. 387 for a summary of the evidence).
Note that there is nothing built into the calibration of the model that generates this result.
Whether or not higher dividends are good news in the model on average is a quantitative
question. Thankfully, the model passes this sanity check.

For values of outstanding debt between 0.80 and 0.84, the informational content of
dividends is ambiguous. High dividends become unambiguously bad news at values
higher than approximately 0.84. The standard deviation of leverage (adjusted for firm
fixed effects) is roughly 10.7% in the sample considered.22 Therefore, for the informa-
tional content of dividends to become ambiguous, the median firm should be hit by a
roughly 2.9σ leverage shock (i.e., (0.804− 0.49)/0.107). For dividends to become bad
news, the leverage shock should be approximately 3.3σ. A different way to look at these
magnitudes is that, in the sample considered, about 0.5% of firm-year observations have
a liabilities-to-total-assets ratio of more than 0.84 (adjusted for firm-fixed effects). In
comparison, the annual bankruptcy rate for the average public US firm is around 1%
(Hillegeist, Keating, Cram, and Lundstedt, 2004).23

Banking Calibration. The results for banks are similar to those found for the base-

θ and θ. JP Morgan may have a better or a worse quarter, but it cannot attain the profitability of a retail
firm overnight. In addition, adjusting for firm effects is important for interpreting the magnitude of
changes in B that are necessary for dividends to become a bad signal. The reason is that most of the
variation in leverage stems from between-firm differences.

21 The figure is constructed by evaluating EDθ for a grid of investment levels I ∈ [0, θ] and selecting the
lowest and highest values. Since EDθ depends onD and θ only through I = θ−D, doing so provides
bounds on EDθ for all potential values of θ and D.

22 The standard deviation of leverage across all firm-years is approximately 26.6%. Hence, only about
40% of all variation in leverage comes from within-firm variation.

23 Results reported in Bharath and Shumway (2008) imply a somewhat higher annual bankruptcy of
roughly 1.6%, see their Footnote 10.
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Figure 2: Quantitative bounds on the informational content of dividends. The graphs plot lower and
upper bounds on the cross-derivative EDθ as a function of outstanding debt. The figure is constructed
by evaluating EDθ for a grid of investment levels I ∈ [0, θ] and selecting the lowest and highest values.
To the left of the region shaded in gray, EDθ ≥ 0, and higher-quality firms pay higher dividends in any
equilibrium of the model. To the right of the region shaded in gray, EDθ ≤ 0, and higher-quality firms
pay lower dividends. In the region shaded in gray, the sign of EDθ is ambiguous.
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line calibration. The standard deviation of leverage for banks (adjusted for firm fixed
effects) is roughly 4.4% in the sample considered. As a result, for the informational
content of dividends to become ambiguous, a roughly 3.1σ leverage shock is required.
For dividends to become bad news, a 3.3σ shock is necessary. The magnitudes are
close to those found for the baseline calibration. While banks are much more highly
levered, the calibration procedure implies that they also have significantly lower asset
risk (see Table 1). Quantitatively, the lower asset risk more than offsets the effects of
higher leverage, and the model predicts that banks face similar incentives to regular
corporations when it comes to paying dividends. These calculations suggest that if high
dividends are more likely to be bad news for banks, that is likely to be driven by qualita-
tive differences between banks and regular corporations (e.g., government guarantees,
as studied in Section 4.4) rather than just by higher levels of leverage.

3.2.2 Separating Equilibrium

Baseline Calibration. The top panel of Figure 3 shows the separating equilibrium for
the baseline calibration.24 Asmust be the case from Figure 2, dividends are increasing in
firm quality. The model implies a default probability of around 1.5 basis points, which
is almost identical to the default rate of 2 basis points for AAA-rated firms reported in
Crosbie (2003). The stock price is increasing in the announced dividend. The range of
equilibrium stock prices is roughly 3%. Baker, Mendel, and Wurgler (2016, Table 1)
report that the interquartile range of stock returns on dividend announcement dates is
3.6%, suggesting that the amount of asymmetric information implicit in the choices for
θ and θ is empirically plausible.

The model predicts that a dividend increase should be met with a negative bond
price reaction, although the quantitative effect is very small for the baseline calibration
(since the predicted default probability is very small). In reality, bond prices tend to
react negatively to increases in payouts, and bond reactions are on average smaller in
absolute terms than stock price reactions (Dhillon and Johnson, 1994; Maxwell and
Stephens, 2003). The model successfully predicts both of these patterns, although it
underpredicts the magnitude of bond price changes. The model also predicts that the
default probability is increasing in dividends. This prediction is consistent with the
findings ofMaxwell and Stephens (2003, Table VI) that (i) firms are twice as likely to be
downgraded than upgraded after the announcement of a share repurchase program; and
(ii) firms announcing a large repurchase program are twice as likely to be downgraded
than firms announcing a small repurchase program.
24 Results for the banking calibration are similar and are provided in Appendix C (Figure 6).
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Figure 3: Separating equilibrium, symmetric information equilibrium and first best: baseline calibration.
Left panel: dividends (top) and future profits (bottom) as a function of firm type. (Expected discounted)
future profits are defined as β[F (I)+y]. Right panel: default probabilities (top) and asset prices (bottom)
as a function of the dividend paid in the separating equilibrium. Bond and stock prices are expressed as
relative deviations from the asset price of the median firm, θm, i.e. P (θ) = P (θ)/P (θm) − 1, where
P (θ) denotes the bond or stock price of type θ firm.
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Since higher-quality firms signal by paying higher dividends than under symmetric
information, that leads to underinvestment and lower expected future earnings, β[F (I)+

y]. While this not a new finding, it seems worth emphasizing.25 It is often thought that
signaling models must necessarily predict a positive correlation between current divi-
dends and future earnings. This conjecture is not true, even when the single-crossing
condition is satisfied. While higher dividends are positively related to private informa-
tion (θ) in Figure 3, positive private information does not imply higher future earnings.
That is import to keep in mind when interpreting empirical tests of dividend signaling
models, since there is some controversy about whether dividends predict higher future
earnings in the data (Benartzi, Michaely, and Thaler, 1997; Nissim and Ziv, 2001).

High Leverage. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the separating equilibrium
when outstanding debt is increased to B = 0.85. In this case, higher quality firms pay
lower dividends. That is true even though dividends are increasing in firm quality in
both the symmetric information benchmark as well as the first best.

While dividends are decreasing in firm quality in the separating equilibrium, the re-
lationship between the two is quite flat.26 The model is therefore consistent with high
leverage and high overall levels of dividends, as was the case with bank dividend pay-
ments in 2007–8.

At this level of outstanding debt, the model predicts a default probability of around
15%. That is roughly three times the 4% default probability for CCC-rated firms re-
ported in Crosbie (2003). Bond prices are decreasing in firm quality, as they must be by
Proposition 3. Since the default probability is much higher than in the baseline calibra-
tion, the negative effect of changes in dividends on the bond price is more pronounced.

Because of strong debt overhang, the symmetric information outcome is highly inef-
ficient: Expected future profits are roughly 1.5% lower than in the first best benchmark.
With asymmetric information, higher-quality firms signal quality by paying lower div-
idends, thereby reducing underinvestment. We observe that for firms with θ ≤ 0.04,
total output is greater with asymmetric information than with symmetric information.
For values of θ close to θ, firms overinvest. These features of the model differentiate the
paper from traditional dividend signaling models in which signaling is always socially
inefficient.
25 The paper of Guttman, Kadan, and Kandel (2010) makes this point very clear. In the unique separating
equilibrium of their model, all firms choose the same level of investment and hence have identical
expected future earnings.

26 This result is primarily driven by the choice of k. As shown in Appendix C, higher values of k make
the equilibrium relationship steeper.
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Figure 4: Left panel: ratio of dividends in the separating equilibrium to dividends under symmetric infor-
mation, D̂(θ)/DSI(θ), for the baseline and banking calibrations. Right panel: bond prices for different
values of k, managerial weight on the stock price. Baseline parameter values are used, except for setting
θ = 0.01. As in Figure 3, bond prices are expressed as relative deviations from the bond price of the
median firm.

3.2.3 Size of Signaling Incentives

The numbers for the separating equilibrium in Section 3.2.2 depend on the value of k,
managerial weight on the stock price. Left panel of Figure 4 provides a way to gauge
whether the choice for k implies an empirically reasonable size of signaling incentives.
The figure shows the ratio of dividends in the separating equilibrium (D̂(θ)) to divi-
dends under symmetric information (DSI(θ)). In the separating equilibrium, the lowest-
quality firm pays the same dividend as with symmetric information. Hence, the ratio is
1 at θ. As θ becomes very large, the level of investment tends to a constant level, and
therefore the ratio of dividends tends to 1, as can be seen in Figure 3. Between these
polar cases, the ratio is above one, and it lies within around [1.00, 1.30] in the baseline
calibration and [1.00, 1.50] in the banking calibration. Michaely and Roberts (2012, Ta-
ble 5) report that for a sample of matched public and private firms, the ratio of dividends
to total assets is twice as large for public firms. Therefore, the present model can ac-
count for up to 30–50% of the observed difference in the level of payouts across public
and private firms. Since there are other reasons why the level of payments may vary
across these two types of firms (see Michaely and Roberts, 2012, Section 5), the size of
signaling incentives seems empirically plausible. At the very least, these calculations
suggest that reasonable values of k lie much closer to 0 than to 1.

3.2.4 Positive Bond Reactions to Dividend Increases

The right panel of Figure 4 shows that the model can generate a positive bond price
reaction to an increase in dividends. The figure is constructed by setting θ = 0.01 in the
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baseline calibration and varying the level of k.27 For sufficiently low values of k, the
bond price is increasing in the dividend. Intuitively, when k is low, the incentive to mis-
represent the firm’s type is small, and higher-quality firms do not have to increase their
dividends by much to separate from lower-quality firms. As a result, the wealth trans-
fer from shareholders to bondholders is smaller than the positive informational effect,
leading to a positive bond price reaction.

3.3 Empirical Predictions

As shown in Section 3.2, the baseline model is consistent with a number of facts about
dividend policy, including stock and bond announcement effects, default rates, and dif-
ferences in dividend policy between public and private firms. I now discuss further
predictions of the model and how they relate to existing evidence.

The most distinctive prediction of the model is that higher dividends should be met
with a negative stock market reaction at high levels of leverage. Testing this prediction
is challenging. Quantitatively, the model predicts that higher dividends are good news
most of the time. Higher dividends become a bad signal only in situations corresponding
to a 3σ increase in leverage. Hence, one should not expect to find a positive association
between leverage and dividend announcement effects on average. Indeed, the data sug-
gests that dividend increases by more highly levered firms are met with a more positive
stock market reaction.28 It is not clear why the correlation is positive. One possibility
is a usual selection bias inherent in financial market event studies (see Li and Prabhala,
2007, Section 7). Firms with more debt are less likely to increase dividends in the first
place.29 Hence, the stock market may simply find dividend increases by highly levered
firms more surprising. An alternative interpretation is that changes in dividends convey
27 Setting θ = 0.01 ensures that the lowest-quality firm pays no dividends in the separating equilibrium,
implying that the slope of the equilibrium schedule D̂(θ) is finite at θ. With an interior dividend for θ,
the slope of D̂(θ) is necessarily infinite at θ.

28 Handjinicolaou and Kalay (1984, Table 9) find that both for dividend increases and decreases, the stock
market reaction is more positive (or less negative) for firms that are more highly levered. Maxwell and
Stephens (2003, Table VII) find that stock repurchase announcements have a more positive effect on
firms with non-investment grade bonds (which tend to be issued by firms with higher levels of debt
and default probabilities). Bessler and Nohel (1996, Table 2) find that dividend cuts by banks that are
better capitalized (i.e., have a lower level of leverage) have a more negative effect on the stock price.

29 DeAngelo et al. (2006, Table 8) find that firms initiating dividend payments have substantially higher
equity-to-total-assets ratios than firms that omit dividend payments. For a sample of UK firms, Benito
and Young (2003, Tables 2 and 3) find that firms with higher levels of leverage are more likely to cut
dividends or omit them altogether. Bulan (2010, Table III) obtains the same result for dividend cuts for
US firms. Li and Lie (2006, Table 3) find that firms with higher debt levels are less likely to increase
dividends or repurchase shares; they do not find a statistically significant effect on dividend cuts. Li
and Lie also find (Table 4) that more highly levered firms tend to increase and cut dividends by larger
amounts (marginally statistically significant for cuts).
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information about how shareholder-friendly the management is. Section 4.3 discusses
additional factors that make it less likely that higher dividends are bad news, including
richer managerial incentives, debt covenants and unobservable payments to sharehold-
ers. These predictions could be used in future empirical work to zoom in on subsamples
for which higher dividends are more likely to be bad news.

For the particular case of banks during the financial crisis, Cziraki, Laux, and Lo-
ranth (2016, Table 7) obtain results that are consistent with the predictions of the model.
Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth find that dividend cuts by bank holding companies in 2007–
8 on average had no effect on the stock price. While Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth report
a positive announcement effect for dividend increases, the effect is smaller in 2007–8
than for the years preceding the crisis. Cziraki, Laux, and Loranth also show that div-
idend cuts in 2009–12 had a negative stock market reaction. However, it is possible
that dividend cuts in the later stages of the financial crisis were in large part driven by
regulatory intervention rather than market forces, see, e.g., Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (2009).

4 Robustness and Extensions

This section shows that the main qualitative result of the paper is robust to a number
of variations in the model. In addition, it demonstrates that (i) government guarantees
make it more likely that higher dividends are bad news; and (ii) other corporate actions
are similar to dividends in that their informational content depends on leverage. I also
discuss a number of attenuating factors that make it less likely that higher dividends are
bad news.

4.1 Bhattacharya-Bernheim Model

The backbone of the baseline setup is given by the Miller-Rock model. To show that
the key results do not hinge on any special features of the Miller-Rock model, I now an-
alyze a model that is based on the classic work of Bhattacharya (1979), and specifically
the version studied by Bernheim (1991).30 In this model, the cost to paying higher divi-
dends stems from the assumption that if the realized future cash flow falls below a given
threshold, the firm faces liquidity problems and must raise external funds at unfavorable
terms.
30 In the model of Bhattacharya, the firm does not have limited liability, which is introduced by Bernheim.
Bernheim allows for signaling via repurchases, from which I abstract for simplicity.
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There are three periods (t = 0, 1, 2) and no discounting. At time 0, the firm an-
nounces a dividend D ∈ [0, D̄] where D̄ > 0 is the upper bound for the possible divi-
dend payment. The dividend is chosen at time 0, but it is paid out to the shareholders at
time 1, after the assets of the firm have matured, but before the creditors are repaid. The
creditors of the firm are repaid at time 2, provided that the firm has enough resources
to do so. If the firm does not have enough resources at time 2, creditors are senior to
shareholders in bankruptcy.

The firm has an asset-in-place that yields ỹ ≥ 0 at time 1. The distribution of ỹ is
indexed by firm type θ, which is privately observed by the firm. The cdf of ỹ is denoted
by G(y; θ). Firm type θ orders random variables ỹ in the sense of first-order stochastic
dominance, i.e., Gθ < 0.31

If the firm has less than λ > 0 units of cash at time 2, it suffers a penalty of γ > 0

per unit of liquidity shortfall. The economic rationale for γ > 0 is the raising external
funding at a short notice may be difficult. The liquidity shortfall is defined by (Y − λ)

where Y is the amount of cash the firm has at time 2 after repaying its creditors. As
before, shareholders have limited liability.32

The value of the firm’s equity at time 2 is given by

E2(D; θ) =


y −D −B if y ≥ ŷ2
y −D −B − γ[λ− (y −D −B)] if y ∈ [̂y1, ŷ2)

0 if y < ŷ1

,

where ŷ1 = D + B + γλ/(1 + γ) and ŷ2 = D + B + λ. Whenever y < ŷ1, the firm
optimally shuts down. For values of y in [̂y1, ŷ2], the firm faces an additional cost from
having a low level of cash.

All in all, the value of the firm’s equity is

E(D; θ) = D +

∫ +∞

ŷ1
{y −D −B} dG(y; θ)− γ

∫ ŷ2

ŷ1
{λ− (y −D −B)} dG(y; θ).

Differentiating, we find that

EDθ = Gθ(ŷ1; θ)− γ[Gθ(ŷ2; θ)−Gθ(ŷ1; θ)]. (9)
31 The setup can also be given the following equivalent interpretation. Suppose that the firm has C units
of cash at time 0, withC being publicly observable. The firm can use the cash to pay a dividend at time
0. Any cash that is not paid out as a dividend is carried to time 2. At time 1 the firm obtains returns
from an asset-in-place, denoted by z̃. The two versions are equivalent if we set C = D̄ and ỹ = z̃+C.

32 Bernheim (1991) does not explicitly write down B as he directly models ỹ as net returns (θ + ϵ in his
notation). Also, note that I do not use the additive shock structure that Bernheim employs. As a result,
Bernheim’s specification does not nest the model of this section as a special case.
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By first-order stochastic dominance, Gθ < 0. Therefore, if there is no cost to facing a
liquidity shortfall (γ = 0), higher-quality firms always pay lower dividends.

I now specialize the distribution of returns to derive comparative statics with respect
to outstanding debt. As in Section 2, suppose that asset returns are log-normal:

ỹ = ε̃θ where log(ε̃) ∼ N
(
−1

2
σ2, σ2

)
.

It turns out that a result corresponding to Proposition 1 also holds in the present setting.

Proposition 4. Suppose that the following condition holds:

log(θ) >
σ2 log

(
1+γ
γ

)
log
(
D̄ + λ

)
− log

(
D̄ + λγ

1+γ

) +

1

2

[
σ2 + log

(
D̄ + λ

)
+ log

(
D̄ +

λγ

1 + γ

)]
.

(10)

Then, if outstanding debt is sufficiently low, dividends are weakly increasing in firm
quality in all equilibria, and if outstanding debt is sufficiently high, dividends are weakly
decreasing in firm quality in all equilibria.

Proof. In the Appendix.

The result in Proposition 4 is identical to Proposition 1, except for one technical de-
tail. In the model of this section, if firms have very low-quality assets, it may be the case
that EDθ < 0 even when outstanding debt is zero. In this situation, higher dividends are
paid by lower-quality firms for all values of outstanding debt. The sufficient condition
in Eq. (10) ensures that for low values of B, higher-quality firms pay higher dividends
and thereby rules out this situation. Reassuringly, the condition in Eq. (10) is not very
stringent. For example, if σ = 0.25, D̄ = 0.10, γ = 0.05, and λ = 0.75, the sufficient
condition is satisfied whenever θ > 0.39.

4.2 Informational Content of Other Corporate Actions

I now show that (i) debt issuance; (ii) debt buybacks; and (iii) investment risk behave
similarly to dividends in that they are a good signal when the firm has a low level of
leverage, but the effect can be reversed at higher levels of leverage. In addition, the
extensions make it clear that it is not essential who receives the signal (stock market
vs. bond market). From a more technical perspective, if the benefit of signaling lies
in obtaining a lower interest rate, it is also not necessary to assume that the manager
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cares about the stock price directly (i.e., one can have k = 0 and still obtain a signaling
equilibrium).

In all of the following extensions, I retain the assumption that the firm only has access
to one signal. The decision is made for tractability reasons, and I leave the analysis of
multi-dimensional signaling for future work.

4.2.1 Issuance of New Debt

As in the baseline model, the firm starts with some outstanding debt. The amount of
outstanding debt is denoted by B−1. The debt must be repaid at time 1. However, the
firm can also cash at time 0 by issuing a one-period bond at a gross interest rate of
R. The new debt is senior to the old debt, and it is therefore dilutive to the existing
creditors. Proceeds from the issuance of the new bond, b, are paid out as a dividend
to the shareholders. For simplicity, there is no discounting (β = 1), and the firm’s
investment decision is taken as given.

As in Section 4.1, I assume that if the level of cash at time 1 follows below a certain
threshold, the firm faces liquidity problems. The true value of equity is given by

E(b, R; θ) = b+

∫ +∞

ŷ1
{y−Rb−B−1} dG(y; θ)−γ

∫ ŷ2

ŷ1
{λ−(y−Rb−B−1)} dG(y; θ),

where ŷ1 = Rb+B−1+γλ/(1+γ) and ŷ2 = Rb+B−1+λ. As in Section 4.1,G(y; θ)

with Gθ < 0 denotes the cdf of time 1 cash flows.
From here, we calculate that

Ebθ = R
{
Gθ(ŷ1; θ)− γ[Gθ(ŷ2; θ)−Gθ(ŷ1; θ)]

}
.

The sign of Ebθ is the same as the sign of EDθ in the Bhattacharya-Bernheim model
given in Eq. (9). Therefore, Proposition 4 also holds in the model of this section.

An interesting implication of the present model is that even if the manager places
no weight on the stock price, a signaling equilibrium still exists. To see this, suppose
that the managerial objective function is Π(b, R; θ) = E(b, R; θ), and for simplicity set
γ = 0. The latter assumption implies that higher dividends are always paid by lower-
quality firms.

Let B0 = Rb and B = B−1 +B0. The pricing of the new bond is determined by the
break-even condition

b =

∫ +∞

B0

B0 dG(y; θ) +

∫ B0

0

y dG(y; θ) ⇒ B0 = b+

∫ B0

0

G(y; θ) d y. (11)
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Similarly, when γ = 0, the value of equity can be rewritten as

E(b, R; θ) = b+

[
E[̃y] +

∫ B

0

G(y; θ) d y −B

]
.

As in Section 2.3, we can derive the ODE characterizing the separating equilibrium.
It turns out to be more convenient to work with B0 instead of Rb. Let θ̂(b) denote the
equilibrium function mapping the issuance of new debt to firm type.

The first-order condition for the optimal b is

1 = B′
0(b)[1−G(B; θ)],

where B0(b) denotes the value of B0 that solves Eq. (11) when the firm issues b units of
new debt and the bond market’s belief is θ = θ̂(b).

Now use Eq. (11) to calculate B′
0(b) and impose the equilibrium condition θ = θ̂(b)

to obtain the following ODE:

G[B; θ̂(b)]−G[B0; θ̂(b)]

1−G[B; θ̂(b)]
= θ̂′(b)

∫ B

0

Gθ[y; θ̂(b)] d y.

The initial condition is given by θ̂(b̄) = θ, where b̄ is the highest value of b for which
Eq. (11) has a solution for the lowest-quality firm.33 Since the left-hand side of the ODE
is strictly positive, θ̂(b) is strictly decreasing, and higher-quality firms pay strictly lower
dividends.

The takeaway from this exercise is that, in contrast to the originalMiller-Rockmodel
and a number of other dividend signaling models, a signaling equilibrium exists even
when dividends are chosen to maximize the true value of equity.

4.2.2 Debt Buybacks

Consider the baseline model with the following modification. As before, the firm has a
single outstanding bond with a face value of B. However, the firm may choose to buy
back some fraction η ∈ [0, 1] of the bond at price Q.34 For simplicity, dividends are set
to zero, so that the budget constraint of the firm is θ = I + ηP .
33 It is easy to check that with symmetric information, the value of equity is strictly increasing in b, and
hence the optimal decision is to choose the highest feasible value of b.

34 I do not specify how the price is determined, as that is not necessary for the purposes of this section.
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The true value of equity is now given by

E(η,Q; θ) = β

∫ +∞

ε̂

{ε[F (θ − ηQ) + y]− (1− η)B} g(ε) d ε,

where the new default threshold is ε̂ = (1− η)B/[F (θ − ηQ) + y]. We calculate that

Eηθ = β

{
Q

[
−F ′′(θ − ηQ)

∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε− ε̂2g(ε̂)
F ′(θ − ηQ)2

F (θ − ηQ) + y

]

− g(ε̂)ε̂
F ′(θ − ηQ)

F (θ − ηQ) + y
B

}
.

Comparing the expression above to Eq. (1), we see that the term in the square brackets
coincides with EDθ. The last term is new. Since the term is zero whenB = 0, the proof
of Proposition 1 implies that Eηθ > 0 for sufficiently low values of B. The effect can
be reversed at higher levels of B.

4.2.3 Investment Risk

Suppose that instead of signaling with dividends, the firm signals its quality by choosing
a publicly observed level of investment risk. The firm generates a cash flow of

θε̃ with log(ε̃) ∼ N
(
−1

2
σ2, σ2

)
,

at time 1. As before, θ is the privately observed firm quality. The firm manager chooses
investment risk σ ∈ [σL, σH ] to maximize Π(σ, P ; θ) = E(σ; θ) + kP .

The usual manipulations show that the value of equity is given by

E(σ; θ) = β
[
θΦ(d1)−BΦ(d1 − σ)

]
with d1 =

log(θ)− log(B) + σ2

2

σ
,

where Φ denotes the standard normal cdf. After some algebra we obtain

Eσ = βθϕ(d1) ⇒ Eσθ = βϕ(d1)

[
1− d1

σ

]
,

where ϕ is the standard normal pdf. Therefore, if 1 − d1/σ < 0, higher-quality firms
choose a lower level of investment risk in any equilibrium. Assuming that 1−d1/σ < 0

is equivalent to assuming that the probability of default is less than 1/2.
As is well known from option theory (see, e.g., Hull, 1993, p. 316), sensitivity of

an option to underlying volatility (vega) is highest when the stock price is at the strike
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price of the option. The same is true in the present case. When the probability of default
is less than 1/2, lower-quality firms effectively own an option that is more sensitive
to investment risk. When the probability of default is higher than 1/2, the effect is
reversed. The fact that the key number is 1/2 is a direct consequence of the assumption
that ε̃ is log-normally distributed. With log-normally distributed shocks, increasing σ

by a bit increases the default probability for all firms, but not by the same amount. If
the probability of default is less than 1/2, the default probability increases by more for
low-quality firms, and vice versa when the default probability is more than 1/2.

To obtain a result that for small levels of B, higher-quality firms choose a higher
level of investment of risk, it would be necessary to introduce some cost of default.
For example, one could assume that the manager faces a fixed cost whenever the firm
defaults, as analyzed later in Section 4.3.2, or that having a liquidity shortfall is costly,
as in Section 4.1. As the calculations and economic logic are very similar, I do not do
that here.

4.3 Attenuating Factors

In this section I discuss four factors that make it less likely that higher dividends are a
bad signal: (i) managerial incentives that place weight on the value of debt; (ii) costly
default; (iii) unobservable payments to shareholders; and (iv) debt covenants. These
predictions may be used in future empirical work to find subsamples of firms for which
higher dividends are more likely to be bad news.

4.3.1 Placing Weight on the Value of Debt

Suppose that instead of only caring about the value of equity, the firm manager also
places some weight on the value of debt. The manager now has the following objective
function:

Π(D,P ; θ) = E(D; θ) + ℓL(D; θ) + kP,

where ℓ > 0 is the weight on the true value of debt L defined in Eq. (6). Empirically,
a significant fraction of managerial compensation (including defined benefit pensions
and deferred compensation) has a debt-like structure (Sundaram and Yermack, 2007).

We calculate that

LDθ =

(
−βF ′′(θ −D)

∫ ε̂

0

εg(ε) d ε
)
+

(
βε̂2g(ε̂)

F ′(θ −D)2

F (θ −D) + y

)
.

In contrast to the expression for equity in Eq. (1), both terms above are positive, and
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thereforeLDθ is unambiguously positive. Therefore, if the firmmanager places a weight
of ℓ ≥ 1 on the true value of debt, higher dividends are always good news.

4.3.2 Costly Default

I now consider the effect of costly default on signaling incentives, as in Ross (1977).
Suppose that whenever the firm is bankrupt, the manager faces a cost equal to V :

Π(D,P ; θ) = E(D; θ) + kP − G(ε̂)V︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡C(D;θ)

.

Economically, V may capture firm-specific human capital that is lost once the firm is
bankrupt or a reputational cost of bankruptcy.

We find that

CDθ = ϕ

(
log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ

)
V

σ2

[
F ′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y

]2 log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ

+ ϕ

(
log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ

)
V

σ

[
F ′′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y
−
(

F ′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y

)2
]
,

where ϕ(x) is the standard normal pdf.
Therefore, a sufficient condition for ∂2C/(∂D∂θ) < 0 is given by

log(ε̂) +
σ2

2
≤ 0 ⇔ B ≤ exp

(
−1

2
σ2

)
[F (θ −D) + y],

which, as in Section 4.2.3, amounts to assuming that the probability of default is less
than 1/2. Whenever this condition is satisfied, costly default makes it less likely that
higher dividends are bad news.

Whenever B is large enough, ∂2C/(∂D∂θ) > 0, and the effect is reversed. Again,
that is a direct consequence of the assumption that the profitability shock is log-normal.
When the probability of default is higher than 1/2, increasing the dividend by a little bit
increases the default probability for all firms but does so by less for lower-quality firms.

4.3.3 Unobservable Payments to Shareholders

This extension points out that if the firm can make unobservable payments to sharehold-
ers, dividends cannot be strictly decreasing in firm quality. This observation provides
an important caveat to the main result of the paper. Empirically, it suggests that low
dividends can be a good signal only in situations in which such private payments are not
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feasible (e.g., in countries with strong corporate governance).
The model is identical to the baseline but now the firm can make a private payment

to its shareholders that is unobservable to the market. The budget constraint becomes

θ = D +D◦ + I,

where D◦ ≥ 0 denotes the unobservable dividend payment. This payment may be
interpreted as, e.g., wages to senior management or sweetheart deals with suppliers that
are also shareholders of the firm.

The managerial objective function is then

Π(D,D◦, P ; θ) = E(D +D◦; θ) + kP.

It is easy to see that dividends must now be weakly increasing in firm quality. If
that were not the case, a lower-quality firm could always imitate a higher-quality firm
by reducing its publicly observed dividend and increasing its unobservable dividend.
Doing so in a way that left the total dividend D + D◦ fixed would keep the true value
of the firm’s equity unchanged but boost the firm’s stock price—a profitable deviation.

Formally, suppose (for contradiction) that we had two types θ1 and θ2 with θ1 < θ2

such that in equilibrium D1 > D2 and P1 < P2, where Di is the publicly observed
dividend and Pi is the stock price of firm i. That cannot be an equilibrium because the
lower-quality firm has a profitable deviation:

Π(D2, D1 +D◦
1 −D2, P2; θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

deviation payoff

= E(D1 +D◦
1; θ) + kP2 > E(D1 +D◦

1; θ) + kP1︸ ︷︷ ︸
payoff in conjectured equilibrium

.

Importantly, since D1 > D2, the unobservable dividend payment in the proposed devi-
ation, D1 +D◦

1 −D2, is strictly positive and hence feasible.
In contrast, if dividends are increasing in firm quality, the same deviation need not be

feasible since it may require the deviating firm to make a negative payment. Of course,
if negative dividend payments (interpreted as equity issuance) were allowed, equilibria
in which dividends are increasing in firm quality would also be vulnerable to a similar
deviation. The deviation would involve issuing equity and paying the proceeds as a
dividend.

All in all, the implicit assumption in the baseline model that such unobservable pay-
ments are not feasible is similar to the more common assumption that it is not feasible
to finance a dividend payment by unobserved equity issuance or borrowing. Firms may
also face economic incentives that discourage unobservable payments to shareholders,
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including reputational and legal costs.

4.3.4 Debt Covenants

If all firms face a binding covenant restricting them from paying dividends, then it is
clearly not possible to use dividends as a signal. Empirically, debt covenants are an im-
portant determinant of dividend policy of distressed firms. In a sample of distressed
firms, DeAngelo and DeAngelo (1990, Table IV) find that more than half of firms
that reduced dividends faced binding debt covenants. If possible, empirical tests of
the present model should therefore control for debt covenants or look at subsets of firms
(e.g., banks) that are less likely to have debt covenants.35

4.4 Government Guarantees

This section considers the effect of government guarantees on the informational content
of dividends. The section makes two key points. First, government guarantees make it
more likely that higher-quality firms pay lower dividends. Second, even if dividends are
chosen to maximize total firm value (i.e., ℓ = 1 in the model of Section 4.3.1), higher
dividends may be a bad signal.

To that end, consider the baseline model with the following change. If the firm is not
able to repay the creditors, the government makes the creditors whole with probability
ρ ∈ [0, 1]. To focus attention, suppose that the manager chooses the dividend to max-
imize a weighted average of total firm value (inclusive of the government guarantee)
and stock price:

Π(D,P ; θ) = D + β [F (θ −D) + y] + βρΦ

(
log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ

)
B︸ ︷︷ ︸

value of government guarantee

+kP,

where as in the baseline model ε̂ = B/[F (θ −D) + y].
35 Some economists have argued that bank regulation has discouraged the use of bond covenants. In the
US, subordinated debt may not have restrictive covenants to qualify as Tier 2 capital, as discussed by
Ashcraft (2008, p. 557; see especially Footnote 7). Basel Accords require subordinated debtholders
not to have any “rights to accelerate the repayment of future scheduled payments (coupon or princi-
pal)” (Bank for International Settlements, 2010, p. 18), which, as pointed out by Bliss (2014, p. 574),
effectively prevents the enforcement of other covenants. Goyal (2005, Table 1) shows that the use of
restrictive covenants declined significantly in the period of 1974–1995.
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We calculate that

ΠDθ =
βρB

σ
ϕ

(
log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ

){[
F ′′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y
−
(

F ′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y

)2
]
+

(
F ′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y

)2 log(ε̂) + σ2

2

σ2

}
− βF ′′(θ −D).

As in Section 4.3.2, a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the term in the curly
brackets to be strictly negative is that the probability of default is less than 1/2. Provided
that this condition holds, the whole expression is decreasing in ρ, implying that higher
dividends are more likely to be paid by lower-quality firms when the probability of a
bailout is higher.

As a result, higher dividends may be bad news even if the firm manager cares about
the total value of the firm. Although there is no conflict of interest between shareholders
and creditors, there is a conflict between the firm and the government, and this generates
a similar effect.

5 Conclusions

This paper studied how the informational content of dividends is affected by leverage.
While the classic view that higher dividends convey good news is valid when leverage
is low, higher dividends become a bad signal whenever leverage is above a certain level.

The key conceptual takeaway of the paper is that it is important to consider the var-
ious determinants of firm payout decisions jointly. The baseline model has asymmetric
information, but it also features a conflict of interest between shareholders and credi-
tors. It is the interaction of the two frictions that is essential. As a practical matter, one
should be wary of claims that a particular fact about dividends is only consistent with
the signaling view of dividends, or agency costs, or taxes, or some other explanation.
Even in theory, these different explanations are not neatly separable.

For tractability the present paper assumed that the firm has a single signal at its dis-
posal. If the firm can use multiple signals, the key results remain valid in the sense
that holding other signals constant, dividends will behave in the way characterized in
the paper. The single signal assumption may also be a reasonable first approximation,
since dividend changes are often the most significant piece of news on the day of the
announcement. Nevertheless, the assumption is restrictive, and understanding the im-
plications of multidimensional signaling seems worthy of further investigation.

As discussed in the introduction, the key features of the model that lead to high div-
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idends being bad news are that (i) lower-quality firms have a greater incentive to pay
high dividends; (ii) there is private information; and (iii) firms use dividends strate-
gically to convey private information. Even if (i) is true, (ii) or (iii) may be false in
reality. Accounting information could be of sufficiently high quality to make market
participants as well informed as the management. More realistically, managers may not
use dividends strategically, or even if managers are strategic, market participants may
fail to fully appreciate the informational content of dividends. Future empirical work
will hopefully shed light on these issues.
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Appendix A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1

If B = 0, clearly EDθ > 0, so assume that B > 0. Since the productivity shock is
log-normally distributed,∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε = Φ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

)
,

where Φ denotes the cdf of the standard normal distribution. Hence, we find that

EDθ = −βF ′′(θ −D)Φ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

)
− βF ′(θ −D)ϕ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

)
1

σ

(
F ′(θ −D)

F (θ −D) + y

)
,

where ϕ is the pdf of the standard normal distribution. Letting λ(x) = ϕ(x)/Φ(x)

denote the inverse Mills ratio, we can rewrite EDθ as

βΦ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

){
−F ′′(θ −D)− λ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

)
F ′(θ −D)2

σ[F (θ −D) + y]

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡S(B)

.

Thus, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of S(B). Noting that limx→+∞ λ(x) = 0,
limx→−∞ = +∞ and λ′(x) < 0, we deduce that:

lim
B→0

S(B) = −F ′′(θ −D) > 0

lim
B→+∞

S(B) = −∞

S ′(B) < 0

Since S(B) is continuous in B for all B ∈ (0,+∞), there is a unique B̂ with S(B̂) = 0

which satisfies the conditions given in the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 1

First, note that the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between D and P is

MRS(D,P ; θ) = −∂Π/∂D

∂Π/∂P
= −(1− k)ED

k
⇒ sign

{
∂MRS
∂θ

}
= sign {−EDθ} .
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Thus, the Spence-Mirrlees condition is satisfied whenever EDθ has constant sign.
The sign of EDθ depends on D and θ only through I = θ −D. Hence, to show that

the single-crossing condition holds, it is enough to show that EDθ has the same sign for
all I ∈ [0, θ].

From the proof of Lemma 1, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of

S(B) = −F ′′(I)− λ

(
σ2/2− log(ε̂)

σ

)
F ′(I)2

σ[F (I) + y]
.

Since F (I), F ′(I) and F ′′(I) are continuous on [0, θ], they attain a minimum and a
maximum on [0, θ]. Therefore, there exist strictly positive constants K0, K1 and K2

(which are independent of I) such that

− F ′′(I) ≥ K0, F (I) + y ≥ K1 and
F ′(I)2

σ[F (I) + y]
≤ K2. (12)

But then
S(B) ≥ K0 − λ

(
σ2/2− log(B) +K1

σ

)
K2,

and hence by choosing B small enough we can make S(B) > 0 for all I ∈ [0, θ]. By
reversing the inequalities in Eq. (12) we can likewise show that by choosing B large
enough we can make S(B) < 0 for all I ∈ [0, θ].

But then by Lemma 2 in Riley (1979) we have that, for any beliefs that the stock
market may have, whenever EDθ > 0 and some type θ choosesD(θ), types with θ′ < θ

choose D(θ′) ≤ D(θ), and vice versa when EDθ < 0. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2

With symmetric information, each firm chooses its dividend to solve

max
D∈[0,θ]

Π(D,E(D; θ); θ) = (1 + k)

{
D + β

∫ +∞

ε̂

{ε[F (θ −D) + y]−B} g(ε) d ε
}
.

First, we calculate that

∂Π(D,E(D; θ); θ)

∂D
= (1 + k)

{
1− βF ′(θ −D)

∫ +∞

ε̂

εg(ε) d ε
}

∂2Π(D,E(D; θ); θ)

∂D2
= (1 + k)

{
βF ′′(θ −D)εg(ε) d ε+ βε̂2g(ε̂)

F ′(θ −D)2

F (θ −D) + y

}
= (1 + k) {−EDθ}
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B sufficiently small. From the arguments in Proposition 1, we have that for B
sufficiently small, EDθ > 0 for all D and θ and so the objective function is strictly
concave. By Assumption 1 (iv), βF ′(0) > 1 and so

∂Π(D,E(D; θ); θ)

∂D

∣∣∣∣
D=θ

< 0

whenever B is sufficiently small. By strict concavity, therefore, the optimal solution is
then D∗ = max{0, θ − I∗}.

B sufficiently large. From the arguments in Proposition 1, we have that for B
sufficiently small, EDθ < 0 for all D and θ and so the objective function is strictly
convex. Hence, the optimal dividend must be either 0 or θ. Comparing the objective
functions at these two points, we have that

∆Π = (1 + k)

{
θ + β

∫ +∞

ε̂0

{εy −B} − β

∫ +∞

ε̂1

{ε[F (θ) + y]−B} g(ε) d ε
}

≥ (1 + k)

θ − β

∫ +∞

ε̂1

{ε[F (θ) + y]−B} g(ε) d ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S(B)


where ∆Π = Π(θ, E(θ; θ); θ) − Π(0, E(0; θ); θ), ε̂0 = B/y and ε̂1 = B/[F (θ) + y].
S(B) is strictly decreasing in B with limB→+∞ S(B) = 0, and so∆Π > 0 whenever B
is sufficiently large.

Proof of Proposition 3

The effect on the stock price is seen to be

P ′(D) = (1− k)
Eθ

D̂′(θ)
⇔ sign {P ′(D)} = sign

{
D̂′(θ)

}
.

Now consider the bond price. We calculate that

Lθ = βF ′(θ −D)

∫ ε̂

0

εg(ε) d ε > 0

LD = −Lθ
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Therefore, the announcement effect on the bond price is

dL[D; D̂−1(D)]

dD
= LD + Lθ

1

D̂′(θ)
= Lθ

[
1

D̂′(θ)
− 1

]
.

If D̂′(θ) < 0, the whole expression is negative. Examples showing that the effect can
indeed be both positive and negative when D̂′(θ) > 0 are given in Sections 3.2.2 and
3.2.4.

Proof of Proposition 4

Since assets are log-normally distributed, we have that

Gθ(y; θ) = − 1

σθ
ϕ

(
log(y)− log(θ) + 1

2
σ2

σ

)
,

and therefore we obtain

EDθ =
1

σθ

[
γϕ

(
log(ŷ2)− log(θ) + 1

2
σ2

σ

)
− (1 + γ)ϕ

(
log(ŷ1)− log(θ) + 1

2
σ2

σ

)]
.

A quick calculation shows that the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of

1

2

[
log(ŷ1)− log(θ) +

1

2
σ2

]2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡S(B)

−

{
σ2 log

(
1 + γ

γ

)
+

1

2

[
log(ŷ2)− log(θ) +

1

2
σ2

]2}
.

Thus, the sign of EDθ is the same as the sign of

S(B)− σ2 log
(
1 + γ

γ

)
− S

(
B +

λ

1 + γ

)
. (13)

Now S(B) is

• strictly decreasing for B ∈ (−D − λγ/(1 + γ), B̂);
• strictly increasing for B > B̂;
• has a global minimum at B = B̂,

where
B̂ = θ exp

(
−1

2
σ2

)
−D − λγ

1 + γ
.

By the hypothesis in Eq. (10), we have that B̂ > 0.
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For B ≥ B̂, we have that

S(B)− S [B + λ/(1 + γ)] < S [B + λ/(1 + γ)]− S [B + λ/(1 + γ)] = 0.

As a result, if

B ≥ θ exp
(
−1

2
σ2

)
− D̄ − λγ

1 + γ
,

then EDθ < 0 for all θ and D.
Now consider the derivative of Eq. (13), i.e., S ′(B)−S ′[B+λ/(1+γ)]. ForB < B̂,

S ′(B) =

[
log(ŷ1)− log(θ) +

1

2
σ2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

1

ŷ1
<

[
log(ŷ1)− log(θ) +

1

2
σ2

]
1

ŷ2
.

Therefore, for B ≤ B̂, S ′(B) − S ′[B + λ/(1 + γ)] < 0. (That this is true for B = B̂

follows from S ′(B̂) = 0 and S ′[B̂ + λ/(1 + γ)] > 0.)
These observations imply that either (i) EDθ < 0 for all B; or (ii) EDθ ≥ 0 for low

values ofB and EDθ < 0 for high values ofB. A necessary and sufficient condition for
(ii) is that

S(0)− σ2 log
(
1 + γ

γ

)
− S [λ/(1 + γ)] > 0,

which is equivalent to

log(θ) >
σ2 log

(
1+γ
γ

)
log (D + λ)− log

(
D + λγ

1+γ

) +

1

2

[
σ2 + log (D + λ) + log

(
D +

λγ

1 + γ

)]
.

The right-hand side of this inequality is strictly increasing inD, and the left-hand side is
strictly increasing in θ. Therefore, if the inequality holds for θ = θ andD = D̄ (which it
does by the hypothesis in Eq. (10)), then it holds for all θ andD, and the result follows.
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Appendix B Data Appendix

I use Compustat and CRSP databases (accessed via WRDS).36

B.1 Variable Construction

Accounting information is obtained from the Compustat annual table (funda table). The
market value of total assets (which I denote as at_mk) is approximated by subtracting
stockholders equity (seq) from total assets (at) and adding in the market value of equity
(equal to the product of common shares outstanding, csho, and the stock price, prcc_f ),
as discussed in Welch (2011, p. 3):

at_mkit = atit − seqit + prcc_fit × cshoit,

where the variable names above are the Compustat mnemonics, i is a firm index, and t
stands for time (year).

Leverage (which I denote by lev) is measured as total liabilities (lt) divided by the
market value of total assets:

levit =
ltit

at_mkit
.

Profitability (which I denote by prof ) is measured as income before extraordinary
items (ib) divided by the market value of total assets:

profit =
ibit

at_mkit
.

Payout ratio (which I denote by pr) is defined as total payouts (which I denote by
tp) divided by the market value of total assets:

prit =
tpit

mk_at
,

where total payouts are defined as the sum of dividends on common shares (dvc) and
repurchases (which I denote by rep):

tpit = dvcit + repit.

Repurchases are calculated following Fama and French (2001, p. 42). If (i) Compustat
states that the retirement method is used to account for repurchases (tstkc_fn in table
funda_fncd is equal to TR); or (ii) treasury stock (tstkc) in period t and t − 1 is either
36 https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/
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zero or missing, then repit = max{0, prstkcit − sstkit}, where prstkc is purchase of
common and preferred stock, and sstk is sale of common and preferred stock. Otherwise,
repit = max{0, tstkcit − tstkci,t−1}.

To focus on within-firm variation in leverage and profitability, I adjust for firm fixed
effects. For xit ∈ {levit, profit, prit}, let

x̂it = xit − x̄i + x̄,

where x̄i = 1/Ni

∑
t xit is the firm-specific mean, x̄ = 1/N

∑
i,t xit is the grand mean,

K is the number of firms, Ni is the number of observations for firm i, and N =
∑

iNi.
To estimate σ, I first obtain CRSP identifiers for firms in the Compustat sample using

the CRSP/Compustat Merged Database linking table (ccmxpf_lnkhist table). Then, for
each firm, I calculate the standard deviation of its stock price returns (ret in CRSP dse
table), σE

i , for the sample period considered. The stock price volatility is delevered and
annualized to obtain an estimate of σi:

σi =
√
252(1− levi)σE

i .
37

Finally, I calibrateB as the median value of l̂evit, θ as the 25th percentile of p̂rofit, θ
as the 75th percentile of p̂rofit,pr as the median value of p̂rit, and σ as the median value
of σi.

B.2 Sample Selection

The sample period considered is 1971-2016 (inclusive). Prior to 1971, data on repur-
chases is not available in Compustat.

I start with the full Compustat database for the sample period and then make the
following sample restrictions:

1. Remove all firms that are not incorporated in the US (fic in Compustat is not equal
to “USA”);

2. Remove all firms that do not have an associated CRSP identifier (permno) in the
ccmxpf_lnkhist table;

3. Remove all firm-years with either (i) missing information or negative values for
prcc_f, csho, at, lt, or dvc; or (ii) missing information or a value of exactly zero
for ib or seq;

37 In some cases, a different CRSP security (with identifier permno) is linked to the same Compustat firm
(with identifier gvkey) at different points in time, and so the choice of σE is ambiguous. In these cases,
I take the average of the σE’s of the securities that are linked to the same gvkey.
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4. Remove all firm-years with zero payouts, i.e., when pr is equal to zero.

I refer to the resulting sample as the full sample. The full sample consists of 162,403
firm-year observations and 9,087 firms.

Baseline Calibration Subsample

The baseline calibration restricts the full sample by excluding utilities (SIC code in
4900–4949) and financial companies (SIC code in 6000–6999), as in Fama and French
(2001, p. 41), with SIC code given by sich in Compustat. The subsample consists of
116,742 firm-years and 7,850 firms.

Banking Calibration Subsample

The banking calibration restricts the full sample to firms with SIC codes in 6020–6029.38

The subsample consists of 11,227 firm-years and 561 firms.

38 This includes “National Commercial Banks,” “State Commercial Banks,” and “Commercial Banks,
Not Elsewhere Classified,” see https://www.sec.gov/info/edgar/siccodes.htm.
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Appendix C Additional Results
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Figure 5: Effects of changes k on the separating equilibrium. Left panel: baseline calibration. Right
panel: baseline calibration with B = 0.85.
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Figure 6: Separating equilibrium, symmetric information equilibrium and first best: banking calibration.
Left panel: dividends (top) and future profits (bottom) as a function of firm type. (Expected discounted)
future profits are defined as β[F (I)+y]. Right panel: default probabilities (top) and asset prices (bottom)
as a function of the dividend paid in the separating equilibrium. Bond and stock prices are expressed as
relative deviations from the asset price of the median firm, θm, i.e. P (θ) = P (θ)/P (θm) − 1, where
P (θ) denotes the bond or stock price of type θ firm.
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